
Obstacles Rulebook



This sign means that you have only 
one attempt on the obstacle.
The attempt begins when both feet 
are off the ground

This sign means that the lane (one or 
more) is reserved for the first attempt. 
You will not find it on Hanging 
Obstacle. You may find it on balance 
or others multilane obstacle

This is the number of the obstacle

Legenda



Rulebook disclaimer

- The obstacles listed in this rulebook may not be the ones\only ones you will 
find on the courses

- There might be changes due to weather, terrain, safety policies, etc…
- The obstacles sequence shown in this rulebook may not be the final one

- The obstacles sequence may change depending on the different courses (3K,15K,Team)
- Although there might be changes to the obstacles themselves, General rules 

and Grab rules that you will find in this rulebook will not change
- If not further specified, WorldObstacle’s Competition and Conduct rules apply
- The obstacles belonging to the 100m race will be presented separately

- Or presented directly on race day



Competition rules - Bands and attempts

- Each athlete will start the race with 3 wristbands
- It is mandatory to wear all the bands on the same wrist
- Bands must be visible at all times and will be checked by the staff before reaching the start line

- An athlete may lose up to two (2) bands by failing an obstacle or giving-up overcoming it
- An athlete will be able to recover up to two (2) bands by completing a penalty loop FOR EACH BAND LOST, 

right before the finish line
- It is the athlete’s responsibility to ensure to arrive at the finish line with 3 bands

- If less than 3 bands are shown at the finish line, the athlete will be disqualified
- Carries and swimming are mandatory: missing their completion will result in the athlete 

being disqualified
- An athlete cannot give up on overcoming them

- Suspension based obstacles can only be tried one (1) time
- Walls and balances may be tried infinite times

- An athlete may give up on overcoming them
- An athlete who loses all three (3) bands will result as DNF

- They may complete the course, but they will not be able to recover any band



Competition rules - Penalty loop

- The penalty loop is a course laid right before the finish line
- There will be an object to carry

- Athletes will be able to recover one (1) band by completing one (1) penalty 
loop

- Max number of recoverable bands is two (2), by completing (2) penalty loops
- The average duration of a penalty loop is set to three (3) minutes

- If an athlete arrives at the finish line with 3 bands, but an appeal occurs and they have to be 
assigned penalty loops for not correctly completing an obstacle, three (3) minutes will be 
added to the finish time per each penalty loop with a maximum of two (2)

- If an athlete does not complete all the penalty loops they have to, and arrives 
at the finish line with one (1) or two (2) bands only, they will be disqualified



Competition Rules - General rules

- For suspension (hanging) and balance obstacles, an attempt begins when both feet leave the ground. Just touching the 
structure or the obstacle is not considered an attempt

- Feet must be lifted off the ground before the obstacles structure; you may find a starting element.
- Feet must remain lower then one’s head at all times when on elevated obstacles (2.0m and higher)
- After an attempt begins, no body part may touch the ground or the obstacle structure
- Elements connecting holds to the structure ARE part of structure themselves
- Bells must be touched only with the hands
- Usage of chalk or similar items is NOT ALLOWED
- Usage of gloves is ALLOWED
- Shoes or other sportswear must not contain dangerous parts (metal spikes, etc…)
- All Carries are mandatory. Failing or refuse to complete one will result in disqualification
- All Weights must be placed on the ground. They must not be dropped or thrown
- Walls must be overcome without the help of the side structures; female athletes may use the additional step if provided
- After the first attempt, an athlete will start from the bottom of the queue in the dedicated lanes
- Athletes must NOT help each other overcoming obstacles
- Athletes may help each other in case of danger
- Athletes cannot be assisted from spectators in any way; they cannot receive any item from people other than race staff: no 

water, no food, no accessories, etc



Grab rules - Skitch



Grab rules - Sphere



Grab rules - Cone



Grab rules - Nunchaku



Grab rules - Handle



Grab rules - Ring



Grab rules - Bottles



Grab rules - Shanghai



Grab rules - Vertical Pegboard



Low Wall 150 - INFERNO RUN

Low vertical wall, 150cm high. 
Female athletes may use the 
additional step if provided

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses the 
side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall without the side 
structures’ help

XX



Net Crawl - WARRIOR RACE ITALIA

Each athlete will enter under the net 
and crawl their way to the exit.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: an athlete does not 
stay under the net from start to finish

Completed when: an athlete does 
stay under the net from start to finish

XX



Monkey Bar - ATOM

Series of rings and bars

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is 
touched with a hand

XX



Powerstones - PowerStones

Each athlete will walk from the first half 
sphere to the last one being careful not to 
step on the blue carpet

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: a part of the body touches 
the blue carpet before the last half sphere

Completed when: the athlete touches the 
last half sphere and the whole body passes 
beyond it. Only AFTER the last half sphere, 
an athlete may touch the blue carpet to 
resume the run

XX



Bucket carry - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will pick-up the bucket 
and proceed along the course. The 
bucket may be carried in any way. The 
bucket may NOT be dragged.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the bucket is not carried 
for the whole course

Completed when: the bucket is gently 
dropped-off at the end of the course

XX



Atlas carry - Inferno Run

Each athlete will pick-up one (1) atlas 
and proceed along the course. The 
atlas may be carried in any way. The 
atlas may NOT be dragged or rolled on 
the ground

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the atlas is not carried 
for the whole course

Completed when: the atlas is gently 
dropped-off at the end of the course

XX



Chain carry - Spartan Race

Each athlete will pick-up one (1) chain 
(male\female) and proceed along the 
course. The chain may be carried in 
any way. The atlas may NOT be 
dragged on the ground

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the chain is not carried 
for the whole course

Completed when: the chain is gently 
dropped-off at the end of the course

XX



Balance Pipe - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will walk on the pipe on 
their feet starting from behind and 
finishing beyond the pipe. It is not 
allowed to jump over the whole obstacle, 
ground to ground

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: a part of the body touches 
the ground before the end of the pipe

Completed when: the whole body 
passes beyond the end of the pipe

XX



Candle Rig - ATOM

Series of vertical pipes.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete 
touches the ground or actively 
uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is 
touched with a hand

XX



Rig 600 - ATOM

Rings, horizontal handles, 
nunchakus. No legs allowed

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is 
touched with a hand

XX



Log Carry - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will pick-up the log and 
proceed along the course. The log 
may be carried in any way. The log 
may NOT be dragged.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the log is not carried for 
the whole courses

Completed when: the log is gently 
dropped-off at the end of the course

XX



Irish Beam - ATOM

Horizontal beam, 150cm high. 
Female athletes may use the 
rope if provided

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses the 
side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the beam without the 
side structures’ help

XX



Rig 900 - CELTIC MUD RACE

Series of holds for hands and feet.

Feet may be used on the ropes, nets, footholds.

The ropes connecting the footholds to the 
structure may be touched with the hands

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the ground or 
actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a 
hand

XX



High wall 250cm - INFERNO RUN

Vertical wall, 250cm high. 
Female athletes may use the 
additional step if provided

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses the 
side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall without the 
side structures’ help

XX



Spartan Wall 8’ - SPARTAN RACE

Vertical wall, 8 feet high. Female 
athletes may use the additional 
step if provided

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses the 
side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall without the 
side structures’ help

XX



Slack Line 400 - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will walk on the slack 
line on their feet starting from 
behind and finishing beyond the 
pipe. It is not allowed to jump over 
the whole obstacle, ground to 
ground

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: a part of the body 
touches the ground before the end 
of the slack

Completed when: the whole body 
passes beyond the end of the slack

XX



Log Carry - FIEMME

Each athlete will pick-up the log and 
proceed along the course. The log 
may be carried in any way. The log 
may NOT be dragged.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the log is not carried for 
the whole courses

Completed when: the log is gently 
dropped-off at the end of the course

XX



Balance Beam - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will walk on the beam on 
their feet starting from behind and 
finishing beyond the pipe. It is not 
allowed to jump over the whole obstacle, 
ground to ground

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: a part of the body touches 
the ground before the end of the beam

Completed when: the whole body 
passes beyond the end of the beam

XX



Sandbag carry - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will pick-up the sandbag and 
proceed along the course. The sandbag 
may be carried in any way. The sandbag 
may NOT be dragged. 2 sandbags for 
males and 1 for females.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the sandbag is not carried 
for the whole courses

Completed when: the sandbag is gently 
dropped-off at the end of the course

XX



Stairway to Heaven - CELTIC MUD RACE

Each athlete will lift their feet off the ground while 
both hands are on the first board. It is NOT 
mandatory to use all the boards after the first 
one. The blue pipe at the top may be used to 
cross sides.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the ground or 
actively uses the side-structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a 
hand

XX



Ufo Rope Climb - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will have to climb the vertical 
rope to reach the bell. A board is positioned 
in the middle of the rope. An athlete may 
start with their hands below or above the 
board. An athlete may touch and use the 
board with any body part

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with 
a hand

XX



Crawl (non barbed) - INFERNO RUN XX

An athlete will crawl or roll beneath the 
wires from start to finish

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: an athlete exits from 
beneath the wires before the end of 
the set course or walk above

Completed when: an athlete 
completes the whole course beneath 
all the wires



Sled pull - ATOM

An athlete will pull the sled by using only the 
strings and without lifting it from the ground. An 
athlete will turn around a flag with the sled and 
pull it back to the starting place placing it facing 
the flag, ready for the next athlete to come

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the sled is not pull for the entire 
course or the sled is lifted off the ground

Completed when: the sled is pulled for the 
entire course around the flag and placed back in 
the exact position it had been found

XX



Rig 1000 - CELTIC MUD RACE

Series of holds for hands

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches 
the ground or actively uses the 
structure

Completed when: the bell is 
touched with a hand

XX



Uphill heavy crawl - INFERNO RUN

Each athlete will pick-up the weight 
and proceed along the course, passing 
under the net uphill before leaving the 
weight at the drop-off point. The weight 
may be carried anyway. The weight 
may NOT be dragged.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the weight is not carried 
for the whole courses

Completed when: the weight is gently 
dropped-off at the end of the course

XX



Inverted Wall 200 - INFERNO RUN

Inverted wall, 200cm high. 
Female athletes may use the 
additional step if provided

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses the 
side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall without the 
side structures’ help

XX



Holy Bull - TOROZ

The obstacle starts with the rope 
climb. Athletes will then use only 
their hands on the coloured 
holds to proceed toward the bell.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches 
the ground or actively uses the 
structure

Completed when: the bell is 
touched with a hand

XX



Jumanji - TOROZ

Athletes will use the step to engage 
the obstacle and then use their 
hands on the coloured holds to 
proceed toward the bell. Legs can be 
used on the ropes.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is 
touched with a hand

XX



Balance Beam - FIEMME

Each athlete will walk on the beam on 
their feet starting from behind and 
finishing beyond the pipe. It is not 
allowed to jump over the whole obstacle, 
ground to ground

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: a part of the body touches 
the ground before the end of the beam

Completed when: the whole body 
passes beyond the end of the beam

XX



Low Rig - WARRIOR RACE ITALIA

Athletes may use hands and feet while moving 
toward the bell. Both feet must be lifted before 
the starting line. Athletes must not walk into the 
obstacle.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the ground or 
actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a 
hand

XX



Tyrolean Rope - INFERNO RUN

Athletes will start with the hands 
before the starting line before raising 
their feet and then move on the rope 
using hands and feet

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground

Completed when: the bell is touched 
with a hand

XX



Big Rope Climb - INFERNO RUN

Vertical rope to be climbed to reach the 
bell

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched 
with a hand

XX



Dip - OCR BLOCK

Athletes will start with the hands before the 
start signs and lift both feet before proceeding.

Athletes will use only their hands to walk on the 
dips.

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete touches the ground

Completed when: the hands pass the finish 
signs. Only then, the feet may touch the ground

XX



9diDante - INFERNO RUN

Series of vertical handles (bottles)

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched 
with a hand

XX



Tarzan Swing - INFERNO

Series of vertical ropes

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched 
with a hand

XX



Lego Rig - WARRIOR RACE ITALIA

Series of holds for hands and feet.

Feet may be used on legos, doors and 
ropes.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched 
with a hand

XX



Shanghai Rig - WARRIOR RACE ITALIA

Athletes will climb on the first hooked-beam from 
the starting platform and then they will use the 
beams to advance toward the bell. After the 
attempt, an athlete must hang back the 2 beams 
on the first 2 rings.

Legs may be used.

The hands cannot be put on top of the beams.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the ground or 
actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a hand

XX



Vertical pegboard - WARRIOR RACE ITALIA
Athletes will pick-up 2 pegs and insert them into the 2 red holes at 
the bottom of the board before lifting both feet on the board itself. 
Athletes will climb the board using the pegs until they insert them 
BOTH into the 2 red holes at the top of the board. Athletes will then 
climb down the board using the pegs until they insert them back into 
the starting 2 red holes BEFORE touching the ground again.

An athlete must NOT use the pegs as steps to climb

After the attempt, an athlete must drop-off the 2 pegs where they 
had previously been picked-up.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the ground before completing 
climb and descent strictly following the previous rules

Completed when: an athlete touched the ground after completing 
climb and descent following the above rules

XX



Charles the Hammer - INFERNO RUN

The athletes will find a log placed on a 
platform. They must move the log from start to 
end of the platform using only the provided 
hammer. They will put the log back at the 
starting place.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the log does not reach the end of 
the platform or the athlete move the log without 
using the hammer

Completed when: the log completely falls on 
the ground when moved only using the 
hammer

XX



Skitch - CELTIC MUD RACE

Athletes will pick-up 2 skitches at the start 
of the obstacles. It is mandatory to start 
BEFORE the blue sign and then slide 
sideways using the skitches. After the 
attempt, an athlete must drop-off the 2 pegs 
where they had previously been picked-up.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with 
a hand

XX



Berserker - CELTIC MUD RACE

Series of low rings. Athletes will use only the 
rings with their hands and feet, lifting both their 
feet before the starting line. Athletes must not 
walk into the obstacle.

Athletes may lean on the red bands with their 
body, but not grab them.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the ground or 
actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a 
hand

XX



Pegboard - INFERNO RUN

Athletes will pick-up 2 pegs at the start of 
the obstacle. It is mandatory to start from 
the first 2 holes, on any side of the board. 
After the attempt, an athlete must drop-off 
the 2 pegs where they had previously been 
picked-up.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with 
a hand

XX



Ring toss - INFERNO RUN

Athletes will pick-up 2 rings at the start 
of the obstacles. It is mandatory to start 
from the first 2 pegs, on any side of the 
board. After the attempt, an athlete 
must drop-off the 2 rings where they 
had previously been picked-up.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: one ring is placed 
on the last peg

XX



Pull Up Wall 250 - INFERNO RUN

Vertical hollow wall, 250cm high. 
Female athletes may use the 
additional step if provided

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses the 
side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall without the 
side structures’ help

XX



Destroyer 300 - INFERNO RUN

Inverted-vertical wall, 300cm 
high. Female athletes may use 
the additional step if provided

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses the 
side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall without the 
side structures’ help

XX



Swimming XX

Each athlete will swim the defined 
course

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: lifeguard helps the 
athlete

Completed when: the athlete arrives 
at the end of the marked course



Stairway to Heaven - OCR BLOCK

Athletes will lift their feet off the ground 
while both hands are on the first bar. It 
is NOT mandatory to use all the bars 
after the first one.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the 
ground or actively uses the 
side-structure

Completed when: the bell is touched 
with a hand

XX



Tyre Flip - INFERNO

Athletes will flip a big tyre 4 times in 
total: 2 times moving forward + 2 times 
in the opposite direction to move the 
tyre back to its starting place

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: an athlete completes less 
than 4 flips

Completed when: an athlete completes 
4 flips

XX



Low to High Rig - OCR BLOCK
Athletes will start moving on the pipe in the first 
section of the obstacle, lifting both their feet before 
the starting line. An athlete must not walk into the 
obstacle.

Legs can be used ONLY on the pipe and the rope.

Legs CANNOT be used on the ladder.

Legs CANNOT be used on the handles.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athlete touches the ground or 
actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a hand

XX



Salmon Ladder - ATOM

Athletes will start with the hands on the bar on 
the first step. An athlete will use the bar to jump 
forward and upwards until they can reach the 
bell. An athlete may swing and fly to the bell. 
After the attempt, an athlete will use the 
provided stick to bring back the bar on the first 
step.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the ground 
or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a 
hand

XX



Fly Rig - WARRIOR RACE ITALIA

Series of rings and wheels.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the ground or 
actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched with a 
hand

XX



Rig 600 - ATOM

Athletes will use the initial rope to bring 
the red bar near them and climb on it. 
Athletes will then move through the 
rolling red bars. Legs may be used only 
on the ropes

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches the 
ground or actively uses the structure

Completed when: the bell is touched 
with a hand

XX



Quarter Pipe 410 - INFERNO RUN

Warped wall, 410cm high. In 
case of rain, ropes could be 
provided for all athletes 
maintaining the same conditions 
for all

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses 
the side structures to climb

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall without the 
side structures’ help

XX



Container Climb - INFERNO

Athletes will use the ropes\elements 
provided to climb up and down the 
container

Attempts: Infinite

Failed when: an athlete uses anything 
besides the ropes\elements provided

Completed when: an athlete 
overcomes the wall using only the 
ropes\elements provided

XX



Rig 900 - ATOM

Pipes, spheres and ropes. Legs 
may be used ONLY on the ropes.

Attempts: 1

Failed when: an athletes touches 
the ground or actively uses the 
structure

Completed when: the bell is 
touched with a hand

XX



additional obstacle 

Atletem ipsum sicut amor

Attempts:

Failed when:

Completed when:

XX

?



additional obstacle 

Atletem ipsum sicut amor

Attempts:

Failed when:

Completed when:

XX

?



TEAM RACE

TEAM RACE



Team Race Rules
Team members will start together. The time of each athlete will be recorded with an electronic chip and the time recorded by the last member of the team will be 
considered. The start and finish time of the components must be lower than 60 ” between them, that is, between the first and the last time recorded, no more than a minute 
can pass. The team starts, runs and arrives together.

Each team is encouraged to wear the same jersey or colors or team markings to make it easier for judges and volunteers to carry out their duties. 

Each obstacle must be overcome together following the same lane, i.e. in each obstacle each team can occupy a maximum of one lane. Without changing the lane chosen by 
the first athlete, therefore, the second athlete of the team will proceed to overcome the obstacle as soon as the first has touched the bell at the end of the lane and the same 
will happen for the third athlete of the team. 

There will be obstacles on the course that must be overcome by each team in cooperative mode. By way of an illustrative but not exhaustive example, there will be 
transports that must be carried out by the whole team simultaneously, balances or other obstacles that engage the whole team.

Each team member will have 3 wristbands. In order for the team to enter the rankings, each athlete of each team must have at least one wristband still on their wrist at the 
time of the Penalty Loop. Each suspended obstacle will have only 1 attempt available. Any failure or failure to overcome an obstacle will lead to the cut of 1 wristband from 
the wrist of the athlete who has failed. 

Lost wristbands can be recovered through the Penalty Loop system. The penalty loop will be played by the whole team even if only one band must be recovered.

Category composition of the teams

● team of 3 women - female team
● team of 3 men . male team
● 2 women and 1 man or 2 men and 1 woman - mixed team



Tyre Carry - INFERNO RUN

The athletes will have to help each other carry the big tier 
along the marked course. The tier must be carried while 
lifted off the ground, it cannot be dragged or flipped. The 
tier may be carried anyway when lifted (shoulders, 
overhead, ….). The tier may be carried by 1 or 2 athletes 
only, but the whole team must stay together until 
completion

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the tier is not carried for the whole course 
or the team does not stick together for the whole duration

Completed when: the tier is gently dropped-off at the 
end of the course and all 3 team members are together

XX



Pallet on lava floor - INFERNO RUN

The whole team will walk the whole course only on the 2 pallets 
provided, without ever proceeding on the ground. The team will 
cooperate in picking up the “behind-pallet” and positioning it in 
front of the one they are standing in. They will walk on the empty 
pallet and repeat until the end of the course. The athletes must 
stay on the pallets at all times. If any athlete fall on the ground, 
they have to step back on the pallet before proceeding forward. 
The pallets can be moved only if all 3 team members are off the 
ground

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the pallets are not carried for the whole course or 
the pallets are moved when any team member is on the ground

Completed when: the pallets are carried until the end of the 
course

XX



Ski of Devil - INFERNO RUN

The team will choose one big pair of 
‘shoes’ and coordinate to walk for the 
whole course. The team must move 
forward using only the ‘shoes’, if the 
athletes fall on the ground they must get 
back of feet before proceeding. It is 
allowed to change positions during the 
course.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the team does not walk 
using the sleds for the whole course

Completed when: the team complete 
the whole courses using only the sleds

XX



Transport Log - INFERNO RUN

The team will choose 1 member to be carried 
by the other 2. An athlete must be hung from 
the log at all times. It is allowed to pause and 
switch the carried athlete. It is not allowed to 
proceed if no athlete is hung on the log.

Attempts: infinite

Failed when: the team does not carry an 
athlete for the whole course

Completed when: the team complete the 
whole courses with 2 athletes carrying the third 
one

XX



additional obstacle 

Atletem ipsum sicut amor

Attempts:

Failed when:

Completed when:

XX

?


